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The IWCZ is an Association set up specifically to provide
support and assistance to women who come to live in Croatia.
Our membership represents an important part of the foreign
community in Zagreb and includes women of many nationalities
who are in Croatia for professional or personal/family reasons,
temporary or for an indefinite period. IWCZ membership also
allows for 25 per cent of Croatian membership. The Association
is very active and has open door policy at our monthly general
meetings for new prospective members to come and meet for
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ABOUT THE NEWSLETTER
The monthly IWCZ Newsletter is published from September to June and is distributed to all members via
email the Sunday before the monthly General Meeting, as well as being made available in print format
at the General Meeting. The newsletter typically includes regular updates and information on activities,
events, and charitable initiatives.
All content to be added to the newsletter must be sent to newsletter@iwcz.hr by the 1st of the month. Any
content received after that date might not be included in the newsletter of that same month.

PHOTOGRAPHS
Photographs from the IWCZ members are always welcome, especially of club related activities and trips,
local get togethers, as well as photos of our monthly general meetings. Should you have photographs you
would like to share with us to be included in the Newsletter, website and/or Facebook page, please get in
touch via email (newsletter@iwcz.hr) attaching your photographs to your message (in JPEG format and
unedited)..
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LETTER FROM THE BOARD
Renata Bačanek
Charity Coordinator

Dear members,
At our first board meeting, the decision was made that each member
will write the monthly 'Letter From The Board'. So when the topic for
this month's Newsletter was made to be about women's health and
books, my hand, obviously not connected with my brain, went up! To
speak English, oh no problem, but to write? Now that is another story!

So, here we are, in October, also known as the pink ribbon month. I am not here to remind you about primary
or secondary prevention, or what to eat, how much to exercise or when to do regular check-ups. C'mon, you
are big girls, you don't need me to patronise you!
I will, however, use my position here and write quite a personal story about how I kicked my breast cancer's...
"behind". For sure, there was some insanity, silliness involved. But mostly humor and endless 'joie de vivre'
made me go through it.
For a start, if you ever walked into Croatian hospital, you would find numerous signs hanging around, which
does not make much sense, like:
'Only the head nurse has a right to use the remote control for TV! Or 'This is a basement' sign on the first floor!
I would find this quite funny and would point out to every single person, and then laugh with the whole waiting
room.
When you have chemo, you lose your hair. I found out that I can use my bold head for so many useful things
or situations: all the waiting lines at the post offices, banks, restaurants, you name it, oh boy... My wig would fly
off, I would make a face, and suddenly I was the first in line! Talking about the wig, once the strong wind blew off
my blond Marylin wig off, and half of Bukovac was running after it (the rest was horrified and was hiding from
the mad, bald woman). When my young, handsome surgent asked me if I
permitted him to use a photo of his 'work on me' for a congress (“keeping
your identity anonymous, of course”), I informed him that he could have
it, so long as he wrote my full name next to a “Single” status.
Obviously, we can not avoid hard times in our lives, but I believe the sweet
cocktail of love and positive attitude, fantastic family and friends, with a
twist of stubbornness and a 'schluk' of wine can make life much easier!
And books! Are you also one of those people who sniffed the book before
opening it? Have the pile at your night bad stand, another one on the floor
of your living room, and the third one, well.. in the bathroom? Right? And
who cares if they are easy romance novels, self-help, SFs, who cares! The
important thing is how these books make you feel, what kind of joy they
are giving you!
And, since I talked about the hair, this is what is on my coffee table at the
moment — bought at the charity event a few days ago. Doesn’t it go oh so
well with my letter to you this month?

ONE DAY YOU WILL TELL YOUR STORY, OF HOW YOU OVERCAME WHAT YOU WENT THROUGH,
AND IT WILL BE SOMEONE ELSE'S SURVIVAL GUIDE
- BRENE BROWN
OCTOBER 2019
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IWCZ BOARD POSITIONS 2019/2020
Vice President
Karine Karibian-Filipović
As one of the founding members of the IWC Zagreb and co-authors of the Statute in 1994, I
served on almost all positions of the Board and each one is different and challenging in its
own unique way.
As a British national, I grew up in Africa speaking several languages and later educated in the
United States. My extensive travels through life have broadened my outlook, appreciation,
tolerance, love and understanding of different cultures and people. This is where IWCZ plays an
important role in our lives - its home away from home, as we explore, learn, appreciate
and enjoy our host country, Croatia.
IWCZ has so much to offer and giving back to IWCZ in charity, as an active member or Board
member is immensely fulfilling.
I have been living in Zagreb since 1991 as my husband is Croatian. I am Founder & CFO of two
companies. Golf, Tennis, Bridge, Art and Wine are my hobbies. We are proud parents of a 25year old medical student son in NYC, a 24-year old daughter MSc Quantitative Finance; Energy
Consultant in London and a 20-year old son studying in Milan.
I am humbled by the nominations for VP position and to work with a great, pleasant team.
Thank you for your trust in me. We are all here to serve honourably and enjoy the journey...

Activities Coordinator
Marina Raškaj
I am born in Zagreb on March 18 1969, where I finished elementary and high school.
In 1993 I graduated from the Faculty of Food Technology, as a food product analyst. But I never
worked in this area. My first job was in an ad newspaper in Oglasnik, and after that, I created a
small rental business which I still have.
I am married, and the mother of two adult children.
Since my children are adults and my small business left me a lot of free time, I would like to use
this time to do something more useful and educative and of course helpful.
I am a member of IWCZ club since 2014.
In year 2016/17 I was Activities coordinator in IWCZ Board

Newsletter Editor
Viorica Matos

I was born in France to a French mother and a Portuguese father, and raised in the beautiful
South of Portugal. Educated in Dublin, I worked for a decade in Corporate 500 companies in
Contract Management, and was blessed with the wonderful opportunity to travel around the
world.
An avid reader of non-fiction, I love travelling, and photography. Calligraphy, graphic design,
and martial arts hold a very special place in my heart but they do not hold a candle to my passion for coffee.
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SAVE THE DATE

1st December
Christmas Bazaar
11:00 - 16:00

CHRISTMAS BAZAAR 2019
We are very happy to announce that IWCZ’s annual Christmas Bazaar will be
held on Sunday 1st December at Zagrebački Velesajam.
The Christmas Bazaar is IWCZ’s signature Charity Event and the Club heavily
relies on all its members to work together to make this event a success.
Volunteers are needed and welcome, those of you who would like to volunteer
and assist with the preparations please contact: christmasbazaar@iwcz.hr.

THE FOLLOWING VOLUNTEERING ROLES ARE REQUIRED:
• Kid’s parade organisor
• Volunteers to work on book stand and vintage clothes stand
• Set up of pavilion volunteers – Saturday 30th November
• Set up and decoration of Christmas Tree
• Person responsible for cleaners during the event
• VIP – Protocol organisor
The donation letters in English and Croatian will be available for collection at the October GM and will also be sent
out by email, we ask all Members to assist IWCZ with reaching out to contacts and getting as many donations as
possible.
We also ask Members to specifically assist with getting prizes for :
Tombola – Please contact Maja Heruc majaheruc@yahoo.com. Maja relies on as many donations as possible for the
success of the tombola stall. Gift donations for tombola are to be under 400 kuna.
Raﬄe – Please contact Barbara Lukac barbaralukac@yahoo.com. The raﬄe has traditionally been the highest single
earner at the Bazaar, this is due to the wonderful gifts our Members manage to get. We ask you to once again to reach
out to contacts and we look forward to seeing the raﬄe prizes rolling in!
Vintage Clothing – Donations of second hand clothes (in good condition; washed and ironed please) are appreciated.
They can be dropped oﬀ at the IWCZ oﬃce up until the 25th November. Contact: Gabriella Schoissengeier contact:
Gabriela.schoissengeier@projekt-centrum.hr
Secondhand books and toys – Anybody who is willing to donate second hand books, magazines and toys please
contact Renata Bacanek (rbacanek@gmail.com) who is kindly running this stall.
Wine donations – The wine corner is very popular (for obvious reasons
please contact Annamarĳa Rukavina: ana-marĳa@rimam.hr

… ). Members wishing to donate wine

We are looking forward to a successful Christmas Bazaar and to working with our Members on this wonderful event.
Your Christmas Bazaar Organisors 2019
Johanna Parnis England & Suarna Ramadanović

OCTOBER 2019
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CHARITY CORNER
Renata Bačanek
Dear all,
Let me start this report by saying a huge thank you to our dear Karine Filipović for hosting the IWCZ's first charity event this season. Also, I am really grateful to all the volunteers who made savoury and sweet delicacies, donated wine and made an amazing cake,
especially for this occasion! By the end of it, we raised 6.500 kuna for #Spasime and we
couldn't have done it without every single one of you, so thank you.
Also, last month the huge amount of items was delivered to the 'Djeca prva' charity,
mainly winter clothes and shoes, all collected during summer from our members who
were living Zagreb.
As you already know, every month we are introducing the new charity organization to
you. I am very excited to announce our next charity event, named Color Me Green in
honor of the Green Pencil association.
The Association „The Green Pencil“ was formed as a result of recognizing the major
problem in our society, which is rarely a topic for discussion, and that is the mental
health of employees in the educational department. Because of that, a Centre for the
Psychological and Educational support for Teachers was funded. The purpose of the
Centre is to provide support and counselling of primary and secondary school teachers, students and
parents through workshops, lectures, therapies, etc.
Come and meet the amazing woman behind this
project, and learn how much they achieve in only
two years. Trust me, really impressive!
http://www.zelenaolovka.com/
Jasenka Bohaček Knežević offered her home, yet
again, for a good cause and will be our host for the
occasion. Knowing Jasenka, it will be fun, exciting
and full of surprises!
Date: October 29
Time:11.30
Price: 100 kuna
See you there, my dear charity supporters!
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ACTIVITIES - OCTOBER
The IWCZ has a variety of social activity groups and meetings that are both fun and interesting. Trips, tours
and museum visits are also quite popular among our members but while those are organized on a monthly
basis, the social activity groups are usually a weekly occasion.
We are also looking for volunteers to lead more group activities of another nature (for example: photography,
cooking, yoga, etc). These could be weekly or monthly activities, or a one-off workshop. If you wish to
volunteer, please send us an email to activities@iwcz.hr

WEEKLY ACTIVITIES
• Croatian conversation - Advanced (Wednesdays at 10:00)
Dverce Palace Katarinin trg. 4. For more info, please contact Ina at istasevic@vub.hr
• Croatian conversation - Beginners (Wednesdays at 11:00 )
Dverce Palace Katarinin trg. 4. For more info, please contact Ina at istasevic@vub.hr
• French conversation - Beginners (Wednesdays at 9:45)
Lav Kavana, Opatička 2, Upper Town. For more info, please contact Christine at ccdaniel@hotmail.co.uk
• French conversation - Advanced (Thursdays at 11:00)
Lav Kavana, Opatička 2, Upper Town. For more info, please contact Christine at ccdaniel@hotmail.co.uk
• Bridge Group - Beginners (Thursdays at 13:30 )
For more informations please contact Jadranka V. -Pavelic at jvpavelic@jadran-optima.hr or 098 351 857
• Walking Group (Mondays and Fridays at 09:00).
We walk up Sljeme for 1.5-2 hours including coffee.
Meeting point- Lagvic restaurant, Sestine.
For more details please contact Naomi at: nsk@lulu1.net or 091 155 7776 to be added to the WhatsApp
group.
• Tennis Group
For more informations please contact Greta Urman at: greta.urman@gmail.com

MONTHLY ACTIVITIES
•

Morning Book Club (once a month, Wednesday at 10:30 ).
Galeria Lav Cafe. For more info, please contact Mirjana at mirjanazalar@gmail.com or at 091 617 8130.

OCTOBER 2019
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MIRNOVEC ETHNO PARK & EQUESTRIAN CLUB
Dear Members,
We cordially invite you on October 22nd for a trip to the Mirnovec Ethno Park and its Equestrian Club
which is located in the area of Samobor, which is close to Zagreb.
The farm owner will welcome us with a drink and take us through the equestrian club and stables.
It will be a nice little excursion where we will learn about the equestrian sport, horses and enjoy walk in
nature.
We will enjoy lunch in a local restaurant with rural ambiance and authentic Croatian food of Samobor
region. You may choose from menu of your choice!
For dessert, we recommend going to Samobor for their famous Samobor creamcake or "Kremšnite".
Transportation will be carpool so please volunteer drivers are needed!!!
Please kindly let us know who needs transportation and who can offer to drive and how many places in your
car. We look forward to seeing you for this exciting new activity!!!

DATE
MEETING POINT
PRICE
CONTACT
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October 22nd
Sheraton Hotel @ 10 am
TBD
activities@iwcz.hr
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ADVERTISING POLICY
While the Club is supported financially by the publication of ads, the IWCZ does not endorse the
products or services advertised.
All ads must be submitted to newsletter@iwcz.hr with the relevant OIB number and invoice details.
All non-IWCZ events will be reformatted according to design needs.
All non-IWCZ events publicized with own logo and wording will be considered an ad and therefore
subject to the advertising policy.

PAYMENT OPTIONS
Text only
0 - 50 words
51 - 100 words
101 - 150 words
151 - 200 words

Graphic Business Ad
50,00 Kn
100,00 Kn
150,00 Kn
200,00 Kn

1/3 page
1/2 page
Full page

300,00 Kn
400,00 Kn
600,00 Kn

Payments can be submitted in person in cash during IWCZ office hours or via bank transfer. Please
contact the IWCZ via email to arrange payments and invoices.
Bank Transfer Info:

IBAN number:
PBZ account number:

MEDJUNARODNI KLUB ZENA
Kneza Borne 2 - Zagreb
HR7823400091110445513
2340009-1110445513

ALL SUBMISSIONS ARE DUE BY THE 1ST OF EACH MONTH
ADS WILL NOT BE INSERTED IN THE NEWSLETTER UNLESS PAYMENT CONFIRMATION
HAS BEEN MADE.
IWCZ members are entitled to a 50% discount for their own advertisements. This does not apply to
friends/connections of IWCZ members!

OCTOBER 2019
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SEPTEMBER IN REVIEW
GENERAL MEETING
The new club year was ushered in with a bang , members were greeted with a Caribbean themed
General meeting on September 17th .
As Steel pan music from the tropical island of St Vincent and the Grenadines filled the air our members were reacquainting and sharing their summer experiences.
With exotic smell of Piña colada wafting in the air setting the tone for our nightingale Miss Helena
Novosel , whose renditions left us in awe of her magical voice .
At total of 91 ladies attended this meeting ,
67 of whom were eligible vote for the new social media coordinator and executive board member , 66
YESES were achieved and 1 (one ) member voted NO .
Several bespoke hats were donated with kind compliments of Jenner Pešut .
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TRIP TO VARAŽDIN

Andreja Milović
This memorable trip to the City of Angels, a splendid
Baroque capital of Croatia was a wonderful kick off of
the Activities in the Club Year 2019-20. The journey was
full of little surprises doted along our way as thirteen of
us gathered in front of Sheraton on a warm rainy morning …
Upon arrival to Varaždin, we were welcomed by a very
nice lady in crinoline dress Silvia, native of Varaždin,
our tour guide and two other ladies whose mission was
reviled later on. Silvia assured us that the angles will help
us to have a nice weather if we smile, as the smile attracts
and inspires the Angles to land on one’s shoulders. As
we strolled along the city’s sightseeing points learning
about the history and the legends not a single raindrop
had fallen. Even the sun started shining as we peeped
inside ‘Anđelinjak’ (House of angels). A unique artistic
installation hidden away in a tall and narrow space between the back wall of the Franciscan church and Patačić-Bužan Palace.
Only a gentle sound of the chimes and the whisper of discrete lights can perhaps get
your attention if you are very near. Mrs. Silvia mentioned that the theme of Angels
has been present in the city of Varaždin for a very long time; the original coat of arms
of Varaždin had Angles as a symbol of protection. Being a Baroque town with eleven
churches, the cathedral and three monasteries angels were present everywhere in the
sacral arts and on the secular buildings and squares. As a cherry on the top our city tour
ended in the Museum of Angles. It was founded by an artist who had been painting
angles for three decades and also got a numerous donations of angles artwork from all
over the country. Furthermore the name of the restaurant, where we had a nice lunch,
is “Verglec” after the old fashioned instrument Vergl (street organ). Vergl’s characteristic
sound has the ability to attract the angels and therefore protect the environment.
On our tour we saw many beautiful and colorful buildings starting from National The-

OCTOBER 2019
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atre, City Hall, University, Old Town
Castle, palaces, squares, parks, churches, patron of Varaždin – St Nicholas church… Hallmark monument of
Gregory of Nin (10th century Croatian
bishop from town of Nin, who advocated for the use of Croatian language
during liturgy and the oldest known
Slavic alphabet - glagolitic script). His
mighty toe shines on all his sculptures
(Split, Nin and Varaždin) as many visitors rub it hoping to have their wish
come true. Some of our members took
the opportunity to do the same…
Special surprise was a reception by
the Honorary Consul of the Republic of Albania Mr. Stjepan Šafran a
renowned Croatian entrepreneur and businessman. Mr. Šafran greeted
our members and gave an interesting presentation sharing his fifty-two
years old family business model and development of economic cooperation with republic of Albania. The president of Croatian Chamber
of Commerce in Varaždin Mr. Dragutin Gložinić nicely addressed our
members presenting the overview of strong economic development;
western European work ethic and business conduct in Varaždin County.
He also answered interesting questions raised by our members regarding the benefits of opening and running the business in this part of Croatia.
After a nice traditional lunch we were guided by Mr. Šafran’s daughter
and granddaughter to their family vineyard where Mr. Šafran showed us
his private residence as the Honorary Consul in a historic building that
he restored. The last stop on our journey was the vine and cakes tasting
in Šafran’s winery presented by his son in law. Three types of wine were
tasted (1. dry white, 2. yellow muscat and 3. newly designed Summer vine -mix of 3 different sorts
of grapes with added fruity flavors and lower alcohol content). We also tasted three delicious, freshly
made traditional cakes: 1. Zlevanka – very tasty type of corn bread with fresh cheese and walnuts that
used to be a wedding cake. 2. Apple strudel and 3. Cheese strudel. A special treat happened in the vine
cellar where we had the opportunity to taste Mr. Šafran’s pride - a very special Traminac from 2009
so called “pope’s wine”. After very rigorous selection process it won the opportunity to be served to
Pope Benedict XVI,
Warm hospitality that the Šafran family showed us truly speaks of their values in preserving the
family business' traditions.
Varaždin is only an hour away from Zagreb,
easily accessible via highway and has a very easy
going, light and playful atmosphere. Being University City has a lot of young people and historically was known to be proud of good food,
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entertainment and joie de vivre. Two most famous events Špancirfest (10 days fun festival at the end
of August) and more sophisticated Baroque evenings (at end of September) bring lot of tourists from
around the world.
I would like to express my gratitude to our new Board and Activities Coordinator for organizing such
a lovely trip!

ART PAVILION EXHIBITION
Alexander Calder was an American sculptor who is best
known for his innovative mobiles (kinetic sculptures powered by motors or air movements ) and his monumental
public sculptures.
On Tuesday, October 1st, 10 IWCZ ladies had a privilege to
see some of his amazing work, including mobiles, sculptures and prints. During guided tour, we learned about
his monumental work, the massive amount of art work he
produced and his kind and funny persona.
The members also had a chance to see a documentary
movie about his life and work.

SEPTEMBER CHARITY
On Friday September 27th Mrs Karine Filipovic graciously hosted our first
charity event , in aid of #SPASIME , a nonprofit organisation dedicated
to empowering and changing the lives of domestic abused victims.
Representing #spasime were Ivan Blažević and Una Zečević , who were
very grateful for your our support , more than 50 ladies were in attendance,
most of whom contributed to culinary spread which spanned many
different countries, both savoury and sweet display were a dream come
through.
Thank you ladies for cooking and baking up a storm .
A beautiful bespoke cake was made especially for this even and was on
display during the event , we had wonderful time raising money and
awareness for noble cause .

OCTOBER 2019
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Violence against women and girls is one of the most widespread, persistent
and devastating human rights violations in our world today remains
largely unreported due to the impunity, silence, stigma and shame
surrounding it.
In general terms, it manifests itself in physical, sexual and psychological
forms, encompassing:
•

intimate partner violence (battering, psychological abuse,
marital rape, femicide);

•

sexual violence and harassment (rape, forced sexual acts,
unwanted sexual advances, child sexual abuse, forced marriage, street harassment, stalking,
cyber- harassment);

•

human trafficking (slavery, sexual exploitation);

•

female genital mutilation; and

•

child marriage.

To further clarify, the Declaration on the Elimination of Violence Against Women issued by the
UN General Assembly in 1993, defines violence against women as “any act of gender-based violence
that results in, or is likely to result in, physical, sexual or psychological harm or suffering to women,
including threats of such acts, coercion or arbitrary deprivation of liberty, whether occurring in public
or in private life.”
If you are experiencing domestic abuse what's happening to you is not your fault. You are not alone
and help is available. Call #spasime hotline number 060 9003 or 112 for assistance.
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DESTRESS & RESET RETREAT-DUBROVNIK
31.10 - 03.11.2019
Free yourself from stress!
Learn how to live with awareness, peace, and with a greater sense of meaning.
Join us for a comprehensive experience accompanied by a
deeply transformational process, while retreating in beautiful Dubrovnik.
Learn more at: http://dubravkafazlic.com/
or contact Dubravka: Dubravka@dubravkafazlic.com

ZRINJEVAC, luxury apartment 180 m2, 5 rooms, balcony, view to the beautiful fountains and park, 3th floor.
The apartment is superbly furnished.
Contact: Daniela 098 234125.

RUSSIAN LANGUAGE FOR
ADULTS AND KIDS FROM A
NATIVE SPEAKER
Methodology based on learning
Russian as a foreign
Colloquial actual Russian: live vocabulary & less boring grammar
Business Russian (business communication & correspondence)
Russian for professionals/for service industry, for engineers, lawyers.
Contact: Yulia Lovrenović
yulia.lovrenovic@hotmail.com
Mobile +385 99 56 09 270

